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Resource Information

URL: https://github.com/scidash/sciunit
Proper Citation: SciUnit (RRID:SCR_014528)
Description: A test-driven framework for formally validating scientific models against data.
Resource Type: software resource
Keywords: python, framework, validation, scientific method
Resource Name: SciUnit
Resource ID: SCR_014528

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for SciUnit.
No alerts have been found for SciUnit.

Data and Source Information
Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics
We found 4 mentions in open access literature.
Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at RRID.

Sáray S, et al. (2021) HippoUnit: A software tool for the automated testing and systematic comparison of detailed models of hippocampal neurons based on electrophysiological data. PLoS computational biology, 17(1), e1008114.

